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Traditional Chinese edition of Le garcon sans ombre [The boy without a shadow]. Philip was
irritated by his shadow and wants to get rid of it. But one day, he found a little bird injured when
it fell to the ground. He wanted to shield it from the hot sun, but couldn't find a shadow to do it.
The story teaches children to think of the merits of everything. In Chinese. Distributed by Tsai
Fong Books, Inc.
???????????????????????????,???????????????????????????,??“??”????????????????????
Traditional Chinese edition of Geraldine, The Music Mouse by Caldecott winner Leo Lionni. In
Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
?????:????
Comprehensive and current, this lexicon is the first specifically designed to serve the needs of
English speakers doing business in and with China and other Mandarin-speaking areas.
????:General chemistry principles and structure
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Si ka de hai shi jing cha de shi hou,Ta de nü you,Ying zhao nü lang jian fang di chan
zhuan jia yi lian·Ma dai bei yi ming wan shi hou bu fu qian,Re ai ge zhong can ku nve
dai you xi de e tu chan shang le,Si ka de bu zhi le yi ge xian jing shun li song ta ru
yu.Duo nian zhi hou huai ren hui lai le,Kai shi zhan kai bao fu,Yang yan yao chu jin suo
you si ka de de nü ren,Na pa zhei ge nü ren ta gen ben bu ren shi,Zhi shi yin wei ta ye
xing si ka de,Si ka de ben ren ze hui shi zui hou yi ge xi sheng pin.
Pharmacokinetics Made Easy presents a complex subject in a simple, easy-tounderstand manner. It is suitable for a wide audience including medical practitioners,
health professionals and students. The individual chapters were initially published as a
series of articles in Australian Prescriber to assist practitioners in drug dosing and
therapy.
Children's Fiction
????????????·???????????????????,???????????????????,?????????????????.......

Pocket Guide: Pharmacokinetics Made EasyMcGraw-Hill Education / Australia
This book is a collection of the author's 45 memoir articles and 20 stories and
short novels, telling his moving story and vividly reproducing many events,
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including those in the "Cultural Revolution" and 1989 pro-democracy movement
in China.
?????????????????????????????,???????????????,?????????????????
Traditional Chinese edition of The Spanish Bow - a fictionalized biography of
Pablo Casals, 20th century's most accomplished cello virtuoso. He was also
known for his ardent support of democracy in Spain that he exiled himself when
Spain was under Francisco Franco's dictatorial regime. In Traditional Chinese.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Presents a complex topic in a simple, easy-to-understand way Pocket Guide:
Pharmacokinetics Made Easy is the latest update of the popular
Pharmacokinetics Made Easy. It is suitable for a wide audience including medical
practitioners, health professionals, and students. The individual chapters were
initially published as a series of articles in Australian Prescriber to assist
practitioners in drug dosing and therapy. The physiological approach herein
adopted addresses clinical issues in drug therapy and makes them directly
applicable to practice situations. Key Selling Features: - Self-assessment
questions in each chapter - Glossary of symbols - Use of equations to explain
physiological factors underlying important pharmacokinetics processes Endorsed and co-published with Australian Prescriber - List of key points
summarizing the content to improve accessibility and understanding
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??????????????? In the valley of a beautiful mountain, surrounded by a dark
forest, there lies a mysterious village. Everyone born in this village is assigned a
specific purpose at birth, and no one is ever burdened by the question of what to
do with their lives. Everyone's purpose is predestined, and each life weaves
perfectly in with the others, forming a harmonious, self-sustaining society.
Counseled by three "guides," who can see the destiny of each person born in the
village, no one ever questions their role in the community. Everyone identifies
fully with their life's task, and for centuries, perfect balance and harmony prevail,
as if bestowed by the forces of the universe. Until one day a child is born. A boy
who does not speak. His behavior is perplexing and unusual, and his purpose is
unknown. He does not fit into the community and as he grows older, the harmony
in the village mysteriously begins to dissolve. People begin to lose track of their
tasks as if bewitched, and for the first time, the guides are blind. Ominous sounds
begin to emerge from the surrounding forest, and the village is on the brink of
collapse. Surely, the boy is at fault. To restore balance, the village faces an
unthinkable decision.
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